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Abstract

Biomechanics is a study of science that focuses on the application and analysis of laws, forms and types of movements. 100-meter run and 1,600-meter run have different motion characteristics according to body, arms and leg angles. This study aims to analyze the motion of aerobic and anaerobic exercises based on biomechanical analysis. Research methodology uses quantitative descriptive research type. The sampling technique employs purposive sampling. The population is 60 Physical Education, Sport, Health and Recreation (PJKR) students of Jenderal Sudirman University (UNSOED). Data analysis technique applies kinovea software. The results show that 1600-meter run records the body angle of 138°, leg angle of 132° and arm swing angle of 67°. While 100-meter run shows the body angle of 117°, leg angle of 137° and arm swing angle of 65°. Hence, this study concludes that the description of 100-meter run body angle is leaning 20° forward compared to 1,600-meter run, the leg angle of 100 meter run is smaller 5° compared to 1,600-meter run, and 100 meter run swing arm is smaller 2 ° compared to 1,600-meter run. Furthermore, kinovea software...
has capability to provide clear data based on biomechanical analysis.
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**INTRODUCTION**

The scientific study of biomechanical analysis on short and long distance running should be improved and involves sophisticated application to aid its thorough analysis. In addition, those races have different characteristics. However, some still perceive that all races are similar by looking at the swing of the arm, leg angle and leaning of the body. Biomechanics is a scientific study that is able to bridge problems related to body movements clearly. Kusuma (2019) states Biomechanical exercise is interpreted as a science that applies the principles of mechanics to the structure of human body while doing exercise.

One of methods to aid athletes to form and automatize movements on race, in line with motion principles, is employing biomechanical analysis while performing specific movement. Biomechanical exercise is a science that implements mechanical principles on humans' physical structure while exercising. Biomechanics study aims to identify talents, train technical skills, evaluate technical skills, and provide treatments for recovery. The result of the analysis is advantageous specifically to coaches, teachers, physiotherapists, and sport practitioners.

The goals of the research are to analyze, describe, and improve research related to biomechanical analysis of 100-meter run and 1,600-meter run. The analysis is based on data of videos and photos which capture the angles of body while running. Thus, the data is analyzed with kinovea software which focuses on the analysis of arms, leg, and body angles while running. Those three components establish the ideal angle to be performed either in 100-meter run or in 1,600-meter run.

Humans' physical capability divides into anaerobic and aerobic capability. The high anaerobic capability enables ones to perform simple to hard movement repeatedly. Aerobic capability postpones the level of fatigue and helps to recover thoroughly. Fundamentally, physical training is an effort to raise the limit of ones' maximum capability.
Palar, Wongkar, & Ticoalu (2015) states that aerobic exercise is a training which requires oxygen to form the energy continuously, with the involvement of big muscles particularly leg muscles, on 60%-90% training intensity from Maximal Heart Rate (MHR) and 50%-85% of the use of oxygen for 20-50 minutes.

Syahtputra (2017) states aerobic and anaerobic physical activities have impacts on thrombosis volume enhancement, but the enhancement affected by either aerobic or anaerobic activities has no differences. Harahap & Pahutar (2017) state aerobic and anaerobic physical activities have impacts on leucosis volume enhancement, but the enhancement affected by either aerobic or anaerobic activities has no differences. Sukmaningtyas (2002) states aerobic activity has no impact on sistolic pressure and reactical speed. Meanwhile, anaerobic activity has no impact on sistolic and diastolic pressure but affects reactical speed. Moreover, aerobic and anaerobic physical activities also affect blood pressure, pulse, and reactical speed.

1,600-meter run reflects the characteristics of aerobic exercise which is in line with this research basic theory and variables. Besides, the usage of kinovea on 1,600-meter run research is rare. Hopefully, the analysis result empowers 1,600-meter run theoretical foundation and is able to inspire future research on movements and energy system. Ulum (2014) suggests that short interval exercise enhances the anaerobic endurance. Nasrulloh (2009) mentions that aerobic exercise combined with specific technical skills improve cardio-respiratory functions.

Muscle contraction is obtained through metabolism process. Within the body, there are two kinds of metabolism process, namely anaerobic and aerobic. Anaerobic activity without using oxygen, produces power that is directly used to produce muscle contraction. High-intensity anaerobic activity is not applicable for long duration. This is one of the bases for the selection of variables in the study; 100-meter run is theoretically included in the type of anaerobic exercise.
Biomechanics is a scientific study that studies the internal and external forces acting on the human body as well as its impact (Abdurrahmat, 2011). This study requires the flow and principles of body movements in the position of preparation, implementation and the end. The quality of one's body movements will be observed in detail, then analyzed clearly (body position) by involving equipment in the form of a camera so that it displays detailed data (Bartlett & Roger, 2007).

Kurniawan (2008) theorizes biomechanics can be grouped into 2, namely Kinematics and Kinetic. Kinematics is a science that describes all kinds of movements and does not concern the forces that cause motion. Meanwhile, Kinetic is a branch of mechanics that takes into account the forces that produce or change motion. Thus, this well-defined distinction is established in order to avoid mistake usage in biomechanics terms.

Kinematics consists of 2 divisions, linear and angular. Linear is the transformation of body position of a movement. Generally, it is a movement of speed and acceleration, for example 100-meter run and relay race in athletic sports. These 2 movements reflect biomechanical principles from the side of the body to the speed. Meanwhile, angular is a rotation of the body that explains the process of moving body segments to other body segments. Long-distance run or 1,6 - 2,4-kilometers run is the example. Such sport can be observed on body segment position, in terms of the slope of the body to the swinging of the feet. Perdana (2009) explains that Kinetic is divided into 2 similar divisions; linear and angular, but different on the implementation. Force is the basic principle of kinetic, without it, the purpose of the movement is unclear.

METHODS

This is quantitative research which was conducted from May until August 2018 at Soesilo Soedirman sport center, Jenderal Soedirman University (UNSOED). Samples and population in this research are 60 Physical Education, Sport, Health and Recreation (PJKR) department students of 2017 class, Jenderal Soedirman University (UNSOED). Sugiyono (2016) mentions that population is generalization area consists
of subject or object having definite quantity and characteristics determined by researcher(s) to be observed and concluded. Sampling technique employs purposive sampling in order to enable researchers selecting the samples based on research goals, limitation of time, and supporting research equipments. Furthermore, data analysis employs Kinovea software. This software aids to find out the amount of the angle produced by body movement while running. The running is recorded into video and uploaded into the software in which the produced angles are analyzed.

The preliminary data retrieval process was conducted by performing running test to divide students into aerobic and anaerobic groups. The first test was 100-meter run in 12 seconds. Afterward, the next test was 1,600-meter run in 10,30 minutes. Test was held at 3.30 p.m. until 5.10 p.m. at Soesila Soedarman sport center, Purwokerto.

The next step was the recap of each race as the foundation to determine the group. Specifically, 100-meter run was done twice to gain the best time record. 1,600-time run test was conducted just once by highlighting time and physique of respondents.

The respondents performed 100-meter run first and continued with 1,600-meter run. After test conducted, the retrieved data was recapitulated as the means to determine groups division based on the obtained time record. The first test showed as many 30 students were able to succeed run within the limit time of 12.00 seconds. Unfortunately, the other 30 students failed to complete under the given time, so they are included into 1,600-meter run group. The test was conducted in a day.

The first elements to be analyzed are leg angle, body position, and arms swing. Those three are 3 principles in forming run movement. Those have function to minimize air pressure or wind which slow down the movement.

RESULTS

Biomechanical analysis of exercise techniques can be classified into 2; qualitative and quantitative analysis (Kusuma, 2019). Qualitative analysis, generally, describes observation, evaluation, and instruction.
Meanwhile, quantitative analysis highlights measurement (time, kinematic, energy, effort, and power.) The final result of biomechanical analysis is to describe the characteristics of the observed and analyzed sport performance.

The division of groups, according to the initial series of test of 100-meter run for twice within 12,00 seconds limit, produce 2 groups. First group is aerobic group within 12,00 second limit consists of 30 samples. Second group, anaerobic group consists of those who spent more than 12,00 seconds consists of 30 samples.
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**Figure 1.** The result of Kinovea analysis for 100-Meter run

The usage of Kinovea analysis on figure 1 results the angle of leg, body, and arm on 100-meter run. This is in line with this research goal to be able to analyze the angle of movement while running on 100-meter run. The result is recapped on the following table;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legs</td>
<td>137°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body</td>
<td>117°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arms</td>
<td>65°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the table 1, a leg angle of 137° will result in thrust or explosion when running or reaching maximum acceleration in 100-meter run. Leaning body of 117° shows big inclination that will affect the wind resistance caused by running speed. While arm angle of 65° serves to
maintain body balance while running from start to finish. This is supported by the results of research that explains that there is a relation between ankle coordination, leg muscle explosive power and self-confidence along with the results of a 100-meter run (Anggara, 2018).

Whereas, the results of 1,600-meter run analysis using kinovea software as follows:

![Figure 2. Kinovea Analysis Results of 1,600-meter Run](image)

The results of the analysis in figure 2 illustrate 1,600-meter run conducted by 30 samples according to the group, the obtained data can be recapitulated in table 2, as follows:

**Table 2. Recap of Biomechanical Analysis on 1,600-meter run**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>leg</td>
<td>132°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body</td>
<td>138°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arms</td>
<td>67°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the results of the analysis, the leg angle of 132° makes more stable explosive power so that the rhythm of the legs can be maintained. Body angle of 138° aims to maintain and stabilize the energy system or endurance while running. This is related to the purpose of running the test, one of which is to find out VO2Maks. 67° arm position is intended to maintain balance while running. This is in line with a research that states that the energy system used in the 1,500-meter run is 50% anaerobic and 50% aerobic (Sumintarsih, 2001).
DISCUSSION

Kinovea software enables this research to analyze the angles of physical components that affect the quality and quantity of 100-meter and 1,600-meter run. First, the discussion focuses on the results of 100-meter run analysis by taking into account the size of the angle of the arm, body and legs.

In line with the results of the study, running conducted by research subjects obeys the running technique such as the body leaning forward, swinging the arms form an angle of ± 90º opposite to the leg movements (Faizah & Herdyanto, 2019). Furthermore, a similar study shows that 100-meter run with a highest-frequency stride length of 2.77 m with an angle of 125º is achieved at a distance of 80 meters, and an average stride length of 2.65 meters produces a total step frequency of 41 steps (Nurhayati 2019).

Other research results state that runners can accelerate at a distance of 0-50 meters with an average acceleration value of 1.23 m / s, and at a distance of 80-90 meters with an average acceleration value of 1.23 m / s (Rahadian, 2019). 100-meter run is analyzed and then proclaimed in several steps as follows; the acceleration step (0-30 meters), maximum acceleration (30-80 meters) and 80-100 meters (accelerated).

Several factors that correlate with the ability in 100-meter run are legs, arms and leaning of the body. The results of previous studies show that body structure (anthropometrics), height, weight and abdominal fat are not closely related to 100-meter run results, because the tall athletes have long strides and do not have a good acceleration which is not beneficial for them. Weight and belly fat are not closely related to 100-meter run result (Wira, 2014).

100-meter run Researches are dominated by anthropometrics factors. Similar research results state that there is a very strong and significant relationship between height, weight and running speed of 100-meter run (Parwata, 2017).
run is the fast movement so that the body's efficiency and effectiveness are needed. So, physical factors such as body weight and height are needed to support fast running.

Furthermore, research strengthens theories related to Body Mass Index (BMI) which states that the higher the body mass index, the greater the strength of a hand grip and the longer the required travel time (Hutomo & Budiharjo, 2015). 100-meter run is a high intensity and fast type of physical activity. This is in accordance with a research that discusses the energy system which states that moderate and high levels of physical activity in increasing physical activity affects energy and fat intake (Mulyadi, 2013).

In addition, there are diverse differences influenced by several factors in anthropometry and energy systems. This is supported by research recommendations which state that in 100-meter run, 4 physical condition components need to be considered including anthropometrics, leg muscle strength, reaction speed, and flexibility (Tisna, 2017). In addition, the characteristics of exercises performed by athletes can provide habits or automation of performed running. This analysis is a study that can be applied to see the ideal angle for each athlete so that the movement becomes more effective and efficient.

In the end, this study is able to answer the objectives of 100-meter run analysis with a 117° body leaning, 65° arm swing and 137° leg angle. This analysis is able to describe the angle of 100-meter run. In this type of run, a leaning of the body is needed to minimize the wind pressure experienced by runner at maximum speed. Arms swing is needed to improve and maintain balance while the legs are needed as a fulcrum when running so that movement is more effective and efficient. This means that the longer range of leg will result in faster and greater power to produce leg explosive power.

Furthermore, an analysis of 1,600-meter run is described into the result of the angle of the legs, body and arms. In addition, this race aims to determine the quality of VO2Maks sample. This is reinforced by the results
of a study that stated that 800-meter run and 1,500-meter run affect the increasing of VO2Maks, and 1,500-meter run increases more VO2Maks than 800-meter run (Astrawan, Parwata, & Budiawan, 2014).

In 1,600-meter run, the data results mentions body leaning of 138°, arm swing of 67°, and leg angle of 132°. Such data proves that the leaning of the body is not as small as 100-meter run due to not too big wind resistance so runners more concentrate on stability and increase Vo2Maks capacity. This is reinforced by Giriwijoyo’s view (2017) that increasing anaerobic capacity increases anaerobic endurance and runners will be able to perform more maximal explosive movements while running. The swing arm angle serves to maintain the tempo while running. The leg angle maintain the tempo of this running motion.

CONCLUSION
Based on the results of running test and the use of kinovea software, the biomechanics analysis of 100-meter run and 1,600-meter run are elaborated. Those have 20° differences of body position. 2° difference of arm swing in those types of run is not too much because arm swing serves to maintain body balance. The last, the difference of leg angle is 5°. This study shows that there are differences in the angles and techniques performed by each category.
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